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Abstract: In high-brightness excimer systems, the direct amplification of short pulses allows tem-
poral filters to be integral parts of the ultraviolet (UV) amplifier chain, where the only origin of the 
noise is the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE), generated by the amplifier(s) following the filter. 
The ASE, however, develops faster than the short main pulse; in this paper, the dynamic short- and 
long-pulse amplification properties of KrF, XeCl and XeF excimers are studied, with special empha-
sis on the temporal contrast. It was found that, beyond the saturation of amplification, the relaxation 
of the B state in KrF, together with the contribution of the absorption of the transiently populated X 
state in XeCl and XeF, are the main limitations for both the extraction efficiency and the contrast. 
For all excimers, the stimulated transition rates and the dependence of the achievable contrast on 
the level of saturation were derived. Local quantities were introduced to characterize the deteriora-
tion of the contrast for a unit gain length of KrF amplifiers. A KrF power amplifier of limited gain 
(G ≈ 3), following the newly introduced nonlinear Fourier filter, is capable of reaching contrast levels 
beyond the previously reported 1011–1012. 

Keywords: high-brightness laser systems; intensity contrast; ultraviolet; excimer lasers; short-pulse 
amplification 
 

1. Introduction 
1.1. Comparison of Solid-State and Excimer Systems 

Ultrashort laser pulses have the unique potential to concentrate the energy of the 
electromagnetic field in both time and space. The best concentration, which is limited by 
the uncertainty principle and diffraction, can only be carried out if the pulse has optimum 
quality. For this reason, the pulse quality and its improvement is one of the most im-
portant features of present laser systems. Short-pulse ultraviolet (UV) laser systems are 
efficient tools to produce high-intensity fields, even for moderate power levels [1]. At a 
higher power level, however, maintaining the beam quality becomes complicated; more-
over, the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) rapidly increases as a consequence of the 
frequency scaling of the Einstein coefficients. This scaling also means a drastic decrease 
of the lifetime of the spontaneous emission in the ultraviolet (typically down to nanosec-
onds for excimers). The long (>microsecond) energy storage time of the lasing materials 
in the infrared is one of the reasons why, nowadays, the most powerful laser systems are 
operating in that spectral range. In the last decades, remarkable progress in the generation 
of intense electromagnetic fields was driven by the chirped pulse amplification (CPA) 
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technique [2] using solid-state (e.g., Ti:sapphire) lasers. The peak power of these laser sys-
tems already surpasses the petawatt level and the focused intensities are up to the 1022–
1023 W/cm2 range [3–8]. 

In the UV part of the spectrum—due to the frequency scaling of the spontaneous 
emission and the short pumping time—the gradual evolution of the temporal, spatial, and 
spectral qualities of the pulse, as a result of many roundtrips in the laser cavity, are gen-
erally not allowed. The straightforward way is to use a dual-wavelength system, where 
the generation of the high spatial and temporal quality pulse is carried out at longer wave-
lengths. After frequency conversion (usually frequency doubling or tripling) the short-
pulse is amplified in UV gain modules [9–16], as shown in Figure 1. This approach pro-
vides a great ability to precisely control the pulse parameters and, therefore, the charac-
teristics of the system output. Moreover, the frequency converter, as a nonlinear optical 
device, can efficiently decouple the temporal noise of the long wavelength front end, and 
using a novel technique (called as active spatial filtering [17]), both the directional and 
spectral properties of the main pulse can efficiently be controlled [17,18]. The basic idea 
behind this method is that the frequency converter is positioned at the Fourier plane of 
the beam. It is the most intense zeroth order that is efficiently converted with the simulta-
neous removal of the high-order spatial frequencies from the beam. In this way, both the 
temporal and the spatial properties of the main pulse are reset in the “middle” of the sys-
tem, prior to the amplification in the excimer amplifier chain. 

 
Figure 1. Hybrid strategy involving the use of a UV seed-beam produced with a femtosecond IR or 
visible source that subsequently undergoes amplification in excimer amplifier modules (based on 
[9]). 

Excimer denotes a molecule that exists only in the excited state [19]. A typical poten-
tial diagram of such a molecule for KrF is shown in Figure 2, offering an ideal four-level 
system for efficient amplification of long pulses, even in case of amplifying media of short 
storage times. 

 
Figure 2. Typical potential diagram of an excimer (KrF) molecule (based on [19]). 
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KrF excimer is a high gain medium and best suited for short-pulse amplification in 
the UV [1]. It has a relatively narrow spectral bandwidth (∆λ/λ ≈ 1/300) and low saturation 
energy density ( 22 mJ/cmsat  ) compared to solid-state media [1]. This allows the use of 
direct amplification of the short-pulse. Moreover, the low density gaseous medium pro-
vides minimum phase front distortions [1,20]. 

As a consequence of the shorter wavelength—in case of proper phase front control—
short-pulse KrF excimer laser systems can reach >1019 W/cm2 focused intensity (or >1020 
Wcm−2 sterad-1 brightness) despite the moderate level of output power [14,20]. Although 
CPA systems have reached much higher peak power (up to 10 PW) in the recent decades 
[21], UV systems have the advantage of high focusability. Up to now, most large-scale 
CPA systems have mainly been characterized by their maximum peak-power, while 
short-pulse excimer systems were compared to other systems by their high focused inten-
sities (or brightness). 

1.2. Contrast Issues 
Recently, a great amount of experiments have confirmed that the key element in per-

forming high-intensity laser–matter interactions is the temporal and spatial contrast of the 
pulses [22–24]. These experiments showed that prepulses and ASE of 107–108 W/cm2 in-
tensity can considerably change laser–matter interactions [25,26]. Considering that the fo-
cused intensity of the present laser systems surpass 1022 W/cm2, and ambitious plans are 
targeting 1025 W/cm2, the necessary intensity contrast is in the 1012–1017 regime. Several 
techniques have been successfully applied for the improvement of the temporal contrast 
of intense laser pulses. The most straightforward methods are the plasma mirror tech-
nique [27,28] or frequency conversion [29,30] at the output of the laser system, or the use 
of the cross-polarized wave generation (XPW) technique in a double-CPA arrangement 
[8,31–33]. These techniques usually provide the 1010 and 1012 temporal contrast on the ns 
scale. However, an inherent shortcoming of the CPA-based systems is that the coherent 
pedestal (on the intensity scale from 10−5 to 10−10) in the ps temporal vicinity of the main 
pulse—caused by the imperfect compensation of the spectral phase during compression 
and/or re-scattering on the compressor elements—still remains [4,6–8,23,31–33]. It means 
that, by the use of the pulse cleaning techniques (e.g., XPW), where further amplification 
and the subsequent use of CPA are needed, one has to face additional inherent deteriora-
tion of the temporal contrast. This is one of the reasons why, after compression of the 
amplified pulses, additional temporal filters are often used to suppress the background. 
This necessitates the use of energy scalable pulse cleaning methods, such as frequency 
conversion, plasma mirror technique, or the recently introduced nonlinear Fourier filter-
ing (NFF) [34]. In such cases, however, high-throughput operations have absolutely been 
required since no additional amplification could compensate for the energy loss. 

In contrast to solid-state systems, short-pulse UV laser systems use direct amplifica-
tion; therefore, the only source of the temporal background is the ASE, which is uniformly 
distributed over its duration in the 10 ns range. As mentioned earlier, the short wave-
length (consequently the short storage time) and the special gain dynamics of the KrF 
medium (see later) cause rapidly growing ASE. These features have set the temporal con-
trast to ~1010 already for several times the 10 mJ output energy at 248 nm. When a higher 
output power/intensity range is approached, contrast improvement techniques are 
needed to be applied in (or preferably after) the amplifier chain. The former considera-
tions can be recognized in Figure 1, where the UV amplifier chain is split into two parts 
(called pre- and power amplifier) by the spatial/temporal filter. 
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1.3. Energy Scalable Pulse Cleaning Techniques 
1.3.1. Plasma Mirror 

The plasma mirror technique [27] was proven to be an efficient method to remove 
prepulses. The low intensity part of the beam, arriving before the main pulse, is transmit-
ted through an antireflection-coated transparent target. Above the ionization threshold, 
an overdense plasma is generated, reflecting the laser beam, leading to improved tem-
poral contrast. Since reflectivities up to 80% are reached [35], plasma mirrors, even in a 
double arrangement, are often used [36]. Recently, reflectivity of up to 97% was reached 
by [37], using a prepulse some picoseconds before the main pulse of the PHELIX laser 
[38]. Plasma mirrors are used mainly for infrared laser systems, as the deeper penetration 
depth of a UV beam results in a lower reflectivity. Recently, the plasma mirror effect was 
also demonstrated for a short-pulse KrF laser [39,40]. In an improved experiment, reflec-
tivity up to 70% was obtained for the 248 nm pulse [41]. 

The plasma mirror technique, however, has shortcomings, that the contrast improve-
ment in a single stage is moderate (roughly two orders of magnitude), moreover, a fresh 
target area is needed for each shot. 

1.3.2. Nonlinear Fourier-Filter 
To exceed the shortcomings associated with the use of plasma mirrors, an alternative 

method, called nonlinear Fourier-filtering (NFF), has been proposed for temporal filtering 
of short UV pulses [34]. In this arrangement, the separation of the intense main pulse from 
the noise is based on a nonlinear interaction in the Fourier-plane and on the resulting 
directional modulation of the beam. The experimental realization (see the right half of 
Figure 3) uses a confocal telescope and a pair of conjugate filters, where the middle and 
outer parts of the beam are filtered out at the input and output of the system, respectively. 
The low intensity ASE is not (or negligibly) modulated and the output diaphragm blocks 
the remaining part of the beam. However, for the intense main pulse, the self-generated 
plasma introduces selective nonlinear phase-modulation of the different diffraction or-
ders of the beam, which leads to modified directional properties, and as a result, signifi-
cant throughput appears. In this way, the noise becomes spatially separable from the main 
pulse. An important feature of this arrangement is that the temporal filtering is accompa-
nied by efficient spatial filtering. 

The first demonstration of this filtering technique in [34] showed 103 temporal con-
trast improvement and >40% energy throughput with a stable performance. Later inves-
tigations showed that the moderate value of contrast improvement was limited by the 
spatial contrast of “conventional” imaging of the input annular aperture containing (high) 
spatial frequency components that cannot be processed by the imaging system of NFF 
[42]. The most preferable solution was to introduce an imaging of low numerical aperture 
(NA) prior to Fourier-filtering (called pre-imaging) to exclude the higher spatial frequen-
cies in the intermediate picture created by this pre-image system, as shown in the left half 
of Figure 3. 

Calculations show remarkable improvement; the spatial contrast of imaging was in-
creased to the theoretical 1010 level. A contrast improvement of >107 and >105 was experi-
mentally demonstrated in the visible, and in the UV [42], providing significantly higher 
contrast improvement than the former techniques. Further advantages of this arrange-
ment are that the amplification could be carried out simultaneously during the imaging 
(see Figure 3), and the pre-imaging part acts as a spatial filter at the same time, reducing 
the ASE coupling between the amplifiers. 
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Figure 3. Schematic of the nonlinear Fourier-filter completed by a low NA pre-imaging and by pos-
sible positions of the amplifiers (based on [42]). 

The nonlinear Fourier-filter uses subsequent imaging systems and ionization of noble 
gases; therefore, it is expected to be energy scalable, and an excellent candidate for filter-
ing short-pulses in a wide wavelength range. The special gain dynamics of excimer am-
plifiers—studied in detail later—necessitates the use of the filtering technique as close to 
the end of the amplifier chain as possible. Since the extension of this technique towards 
larger energies and larger cross-sections is technically challenging (and rather compli-
cated), integration of this method had been realized in subsequent steps into a high-
brightness KrF laser system. 

1.3.3. Former Experimental Results Concerning the Use of NFF 
As the first step toward improving the temporal contrast of UV systems, the nonlin-

ear Fourier-filter was integrated into our short-pulse hybrid KrF excimer laser system af-
ter the first and second passes of amplification [43]. This part of the experimental arrange-
ment is illustrated in Figure 3. The input pulse at 248 nm was generated by frequency 
doubling of subpicosecond dye laser pulses [12], where the frequency converter uses the 
so-called active spatial filtering phenomena [17], providing temporally and spatially clean 
UV pulses of several times of 10 µJ energy for the first amplification pass in KrF. This is 
also part of the low NA pre-imaging, which images the input annular beam block to the 
plane of a secondary beam block, which acts as an input for the following NFF. Here, the 
second amplification pass is part of the image system of NFF, whose output is amplified 
in a subsequent four passes to ~100 mJ (not indicated in Figure 3). The final power ampli-
fication stage is used in a two-beam interferometric multiplexing arrangement [44,45], ex-
tracting a higher portion of the energy stored in the amplifier. With this arrangement, 
more than 2 orders of magnitude higher intensity contrast (>1011) is achieved for the same 
output energy as in former cases [43]. It is important to note that the ASE at the output of 
the system is measured to be generated exclusively by the amplifier chain following the 
temporal filter [43]. 

Due to the direct amplification scheme in excimer amplifiers, the use of amplifier(s) 
following the pulse cleaning element seems possible, since deterioration of the temporal 
contrast in the following amplifier(s) is only originated by the development of ASE con-
nected to the gain-length product of these amplifiers. From the point of view of contrast, 
this additional amplification is only tolerable as long as the amplification for the main 
pulse is comparable to that of the ASE. This, however, is not fulfilled in the above men-
tioned arrangement, because a rapid increase of the ASE compared to the short signal-
pulse was experimentally observed in the relatively “long” amplifier chain following the 
temporal filter [43]. This necessitates the use of a temporal filter of high contrast improve-
ment and high throughput as close to the end of the amplifier chain as possible. On the 
other hand, the origin of the moderate amplification of short pulses (compared to that of 
ASE) in excimers needs further investigations. 
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1.4. Effect of Saturated Amplification in KrF, in the Presence of Nonsaturable Absorption 
It is known from former studies [15,46] that, from the point of view of energy extrac-

tion, KrF is a superior amplifying medium for short-pulse amplification compared to 
other excimers. Even this medium equal amplification for a short signal pulse and the 
(long) ASE in KrF cannot be realized for two reasons. One reason is associated with the 
fact that KrF is an amplifying medium, exhibiting saturable amplification with consider-
able nonsaturable absorption [1,47,48]. Amplification in such a medium can be described 
by the 

2
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coupled differential equations [47,48], where I is intensity of the short-pulse, e  is stim-
ulated emission cross-section, 2n  is the population density of the upper lasing level (ac-
cessible by a short pulse), α is the absorption coefficient, and v is the velocity of light in 
the active medium. 

Without the Iα quantity, these equations are the well-known Frantz–Nodvik equa-
tions [49], which describe the amplifications of short pulses in an ideal four-level system, 
whose analytical solution is 
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equations, where out  and in  are the energy densities of the output and incoming 
pulses, respectively, and sat eh    is the saturation energy density (see later). 

Solving (1) and (2), the amplification properties of KrF can be derived. For such a 
medium, both the extraction efficiency (η) and the contrast coefficient (c)—the ratio of the 
effective gain coefficients for an “energetic” and a weak signal—deteriorate rapidly with 
increasing energy density when approaching saturation. This feature can be followed in 
Figure 4, taken from [1,48], where the local efficiency [48] 

 
0
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and the c contrast coefficient [48] 
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are shown as functions of the normalized energy density (   ). 
The “effective gain coefficient” [48] is defined as 
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Figure 4. Local extraction efficiency η (dashed line) and contrast coefficient c (solid line) as functions 
of the normalized energy density    in a KrF amplifier. The optimum operations, with regard to 
both efficiency and contrast for a preamplifier and a power amplifier, are marked by the arrows X 
and Y, respectively (based on [48]). 

The optimum operation with regard to both efficiency and contrast for a preamplifier 
is marked by the arrow X. Here, the contrast coefficient is below 0.6. On the other hand, a 
power amplifier primarily must be optimized for efficiency. This condition is marked by 
the arrow Y in the Figure 4, where the contrast coefficient falls to below 0.4. 

Our experiments, connected to the integration of NFF into our KrF excimer system, 
revealed that the experimentally obtained extraction efficiency ( ) for a saturated (short 
and linearly polarized) signal pulse, and the ratio of gain coefficients for the same signal 
pulse, and a long ASE ( c ) is even smaller in KrF than that obtained as a result of the 
former consideration (for η and c) [43]. The reason for this disagreement is connected to 
the incomplete evaluation of the temporal feature of the gain (of the gain dynamics) of 
excimers in former publications. 

In the present paper, the dynamic amplification properties of KrF, XeCl, and XeF ex-
cimers—for both long and short pulses—are studied with special emphasis on the tem-
poral contrast of the short signal pulse referred to the long ASE. 

1.5. Picosecond Gain Dynamics of Excimers 
The additional (formerly not considered) issue leading to reduced gain and intensity 

contrast for the signal pulse is connected to the gain dynamics of KrF, XeCl, and XeF, 
which was studied earlier, extensively, from the point of view of energy extraction only 
[15,46,50]. In Figure 5a–c, the logarithm of the gain is shown versus the delay between a 
saturating and a probe pulse for KrF, XeCl, and XeF. In Figure 5a, the gain of KrF is fol-
lowed over the first 300 ps after passage of the saturating pulse. After the initial drop, the 
gain recovers with a τ = 57 ps time, constant to 25% of its initial value. 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Figure 5. Logarithm of the gain in KrF (a), in XeCl (b) and in XeF (c), versus the delay between the 
saturating and the probe pulse, followed over a 300 ps time window (based on [15,46]). 

For comparison, the result of the same measurements for XeCl and XeF shows that, 
with XeCl, there is also a gain recovery with a similar time constant (τ = 53 ps), but with a 
much larger amplitude (65%). Compared to the previous two cases for XeF, the gain re-
covers with larger time constant (τ = 85 ps) and with an even larger amplitude (85%). 

When these measurements were repeated with pump and probe beams of parallel 
and orthogonal polarization, the difference of the gain in the first picosecond is revealed 
to be a molecular reorientation effect [46]. From these results, a molecular reorientation 
time of T/4 = 1.1 ps and 0.7 ps is obtained for XeCl and KrF, respectively. 

In all cases, the recovery of the gain is the evidence of leftover optical energy in the 
active medium; meaning that some part of the energy of the excited molecules is not ac-
cessible by subpicosecond pulses, only by pulses of sufficiently longer durations than the 
corresponding recovery time. The observed gain recovery was attributed to rotational re-
laxation in the B state and to C →  B relaxation, with possible contribution of the incom-
plete relaxation (therefore, transient population) of the X state. The latter assumption was 
expected to be valid, mainly for XeCl and XeF, where the slightly bound X state can be 
populated by the short and intense saturating pulse; thus, its reabsorption also contributes 
to the limited energy extraction. Since the density of accessible molecules in the B state is 
coupled to the logarithm of the small-signal gain, the gain coefficients for short ( 0g ) and 
long pulses ( 0g ) are expected to be different. This, however, leads to more pronounced 
amplification of the long temporal noise than that of the short signal pulse. This phenom-
enon was already studied in [51], where, for the estimation of the ratio (K) of the small-

signal gain coefficients for short and long pulses ( 0

0

gK
g

 ), a simple equation was used, 

based on the measurement of the short pulse gain (Gshort) and the ASE energy (EASE). Un-
fortunately, this method resulted in an inaccurate and unexpectedly high value for K, i.e., 
K = 0.9 ± 0.3. The reported high value of K (nearly 1) predicts a similar gain for both the 
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short signal pulse and for the ASE, which, however, is in contrast to our experimental 
observations. On the other hand, if amplification for long and short pulses—even in the 
small-signal regime—is different (K ≠ 1), the former considerations for extraction effi-
ciency (η) and for contrast coefficient (c) must be corrected with the K value to get the 
overall efficiency ( ) and overall contrast coefficient ( c ), which already takes into ac-
count the limited access to the stored energy on the upper level by the short pulse as 

K   , and (8)

c Kc  . (9)

The main objective of this paper is to deduct the correct value of K from the known 
experimental data of gain dynamics measurements, and to differentiate between the rela-
tive contributions of the relaxation processes (both in the excited and ground states) to the 
short-pulse amplification properties of KrF, XeCl, and XeF excimers. 

From this information, the corresponding stimulated transition rates and the depend-
ence of the overall contrast coefficients on the energy density can be deduced for all ex-
cimers. 

The practical consequence of these finding is that the deterioration of the contrast for 
a unit gain-length of an excimer amplifier can be determined, which also determines the 
maximum allowable gain-length product of the excimer amplifier chain following the 
temporal filter, with regard to optimum contrast. 

2. Amplification Properties of Excimers for Long and Intense Short Pulses 
2.1. Contrast Issues for Short-Pulse Amplification in Excimers 

Before going into detail about the correct evaluation of the gain dynamics measure-
ments, which also needs to consider the eventual population of the X state by the saturat-
ing pulse, we do believe that the best way is to determine the K value in the small-signal 
regime. The K value is only dependent on the ratio of the accessible molecules in the B 
state by a weak short pulse; therefore, one has to compare the small-signal gain of the 
excimers for short and long pulses. From the input–output curves measured for both ex-
cimers in [15,46], small-signal gains of 6500, 450 and 3300 were obtained for short-pulse 
amplification in KrF, XeCl and XeF, respectively. These correspond to gain-length prod-
ucts of 8.7, 6.1, and 8.1 in the KrF, XeCl and XeF case. If it is compared to the usual gain-
length product of ASE-depleted excimer gain modules, whose value is typically around 
11 for all cases, as seen in Figure 1 of [52], different K values are obtained for the KrF, XeCl 
and XeF with KKrF = 0.76, KXeCl = 0.53, and KXeF = 0.74. 

In the small-signal regime—since no (or not significant) change of the population of 
the B state occurs; therefore, no relaxation from the C state is expected—the primary origin 
of the limited access to the stored energy of the B state by a polarized weak short pulse (in 
comparison with that by the ASE) is the molecular reorientation effect. While the unpo-
larized ASE has “access” to all molecules in the B state, the (weak) polarized short signal 
pulse only has limited access, depending on its pulse duration and the molecular reorien-
tation time. For our 0.3–0.5 ps pulse durations, the different K values (KKrF = 0.76 and KXeCl 
= 0.53) are in good qualitative agreement with the different measured reorientation times 
(T/4KrF ≈ 0.7 ps, T/4XeCl ≈ 1.1 ps; [46]). 

Using these values, interpretation of the gain dynamic curves for intense saturating 
pulses, including determination of the contribution of C →  B relaxation to the population 
of the B state, and/or of the population/relaxation of the X state [19] to the gain recovery, 
becomes possible. For such calculation in the KrF case, we assume zero population in the 
repulsive X state, and an initial population density ( 2n ) accessible by a long pulse in the 
upper states (whose portion defined by K is accessible by a short pulse). This is reduced 
to 2n  by the saturating pulse (followed by a gain recovery). Assuming that in both the 
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initial and final (relaxed) conditions, the same part of the population is accessible by a 
short pulse (the K factor is the same), 

 2 2 2 2Kn Kn n n  . (10)

Note that 2n  is defined by the relative amplitude of the recovery (by the amplitude 
of the recovery referred to that of the initial drop). According to Figure 5, 

2
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n
n
 

 
 

, 2
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XeCl

n
n
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2

0.78
XeF

n
n
 

 
 

 (11)

are obtained. In the KrF case, assuming no population in the X state during the process, 
the remaining population 2n  is the inaccessible part of the initial population, as 

  2 21 K n n  . (12)

This gives KKrF = 0.75, practically the same value as obtained from the small-signal 
gain measurements. It confirms the assumption that the X state has no influence on the 
energy extraction; the 2Kn  part of the initial population on the B state is extracted by the 
saturating pulse. 

Since rotational relaxation takes place on the ps time scale, the recovery of the popu-
lation of the B state (of  2 2 0.25

KrF
n n   amplitude, on the τ ≈ 57 ps timescale) can only 

be attributed to the C →  B relaxation. We should note that the coincidence of the 
 1 0.24

KrF
K   and the  2 2 0.25

KrF
n n   quantities is just accidental. In the small-sig-

nal regime, where no significant change of the population of the B state takes places, it is 
the rotational relaxation that plays a primary role, while in the strong signal case, a deeper 
“directional hole” is burned into the B state population, which lowers the impact of the 
rotational relaxation, but at the same time, a considerable C →  B relaxation is initiated. In 
between the two measured cases (at intermediate values of    of the signal pulse), the 
effective extraction efficiency together with the left-in energy can slightly change. Consid-
ering the limited amplitude of this change, its effect was disregarded in our considera-
tions; a constant ratio of the left-in energy in the excited states was used independently of 
the normalized energy density    of the signal pulse. 

Regarding XeCl and XeF, the same way of calculations leads to a contradiction; it 
results in a left-in energy, which is significantly different from that obtained from the 
small-signal gain measurements. In those cases—connected to the slightly bound feature 
of the X state—only partial extraction of the “accessible” population of the B state can be 
assumed due to the significant population of the X state, whose balance value—in case of 
strong saturation—is determined by the ratio of the stimulated transition rates of the B 
and X states, by the emission ( e ) and absorption cross-sections ( a ). In this way, the 
remaining population ( 2n ) is the sum of the inaccessible initial population and a  1   
fraction of the “accessible” initial population, as 

   2 2 21 1K n Kn n     , (13)

where 
e

e a




 



. (14)

In the XeCl case, substituting KXeCl = 0.53 (obtained from the gain measurements) to 
this equation, β = 0.66 is obtained. This gives 

0.5a e   . (15)

From the measurement data obtained by Zhao et al. [15] for XeF, a similar calculation 
results in KXeF ≈ 0.74, a value that is comparably high to that in KrF; however, the energy 
extraction is limited by the (rapidly populated) bound X state, which only takes a 
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0.28XeF   fraction, and leaves as high as a  1 0.72   fraction of the population in 
the B state, resulting in a ratio of 

2.6a e   . (16)

From the gain dynamics of the three excimers, a conclusion, to some extent similar to that 
of [46], can be drawn: it is only KrF that behaves as a real, four-level system, offering good 
energy extraction; therefore, it is preferable for the generation of high contrast, short pulses. In 
KrF, beyond the saturation of amplification, the only limitation for energy extraction and tem-
poral contrast is imposed by the partial access to the excited molecules in the B state. However, 
regarding XeCl and XeF, not only the partial access in the B state, but also absorption in the 
transiently populated X state limits the efficiency and contrast. Their relative contributions are 
different; in XeCl the former effect, in XeF the latter one are found dominant, as will be shown 
later. 

Then, the final ratio of gain coefficients for intense, short pulses and weak, long pulses, 
called as overall contrast coefficient ( c  ), is the product of K and c  , as defined by Equation 
(9). The former considerations suggest that even in KrF—as the best choice among short-pulse 
excimer amplifiers where 1   —one must face a certain decrease of the gain coefficient for 
short, intense pulses. This is caused not only by the saturation of the gain in the presence of 
nonsaturable absorption, but also by the limited access to the population on the B state by the 
short pulse (for different reasons in the small-signal and saturated regimes, as explained be-
fore). 

A similar correction of the local extraction efficiency (η) curves with the same value of K 
is necessary to get the overall local efficiency (  ), as defined by Equation (8). The dependence 
of c   and   on the normalized energy density are shown in Figure 6 for two values of 

0g  ; namely for 10 and 15. Actually, the     and  c   quantities, defined by Equations 
(5) and (6), respectively, are obtained by solving numerically the Equations (1) and (2) coupled 
differential equations for different initial gain coefficients; for different  2 0n t  values (for 
more details, see Section 1.4). It is seen that both curves are dependent on 0g  ; better con-
trasts and extraction efficiencies can be realized in case of larger 0g   values. Since the initial 
gas mixture and the pumping conditions influence both 0g  and α, both must be optimized 
for the best ratio. Absorption is mainly caused by the fluorine content of the gas mixture; there-
fore, the unpumped volume must be minimized, moreover, by optimized pumping, the high-
est possible gain coefficient must be produced with the lowest possible fluor partial pressure. 

 
Figure 6. Overall gain contrast coefficient c  and overall extraction efficiency ( ) as a function of 
the normalized energy density (   ) in a KrF amplifier. The solid and dashed curves belong to

0 10 and 15g   , respectively. 
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As seen in Figure 6, the overall contrast coefficient ( c ), depending slightly on the 
0g   ratio, is 

  0.46c X   and (17)

  0.28c Y   (18)

at X and Y values of the normalized energy density. 
Since the optimum energy density, defined by the arrows X and Y for pre- and power 

amplifiers, is generally adjusted for the output-end of the amplifier, in both cases, the “in-
tegrated” value of c  is somewhat larger for amplifiers of finite 0g L  product (where the 
“input-end” of the amplifier tends to increase the integrated value). For this reason, in our 
following considerations, 

0.5prec   and (19)

0.3powerc   (20)

values are used for the evaluation of the performance of KrF preamplifiers and power 
amplifiers, respectively. 

Then, a similar consideration can also be done for the other two excimers; for XeCl 
and XeF. In both cases, measuring K and calculating the energy density dependence of 
   and c   of the active media, thus “separating” the effect of the B and X states to the 
gain, makes it possible to define whether transient ground-state absorption (with a given 
a  absorption cross-section) occurs at all, and whether its contribution dominates over 

the eventual initial (nonsaturable) absorption of the active medium. In our calculations 
performed both for XeCl and XeF, the initial nonsaturable absorption of the medium (α) 
could be neglected for two reasons: at the longer wavelength of these excimers, this kind 
of absorption was found to be much smaller than in the KrF case ( 0 15g   ), moreover, 
its effect occurs in a relatively high energy density range, which is hardly accessible due 
to the “early-emerging” saturation of short-pulse amplification, where the effect of the 
transient ground-state absorption dominates (deteriorates) both the overall efficiency and 
contrast coefficient. 

It means that, in both the XeCl and XeF cases, instead of solving Equations (1) and 
(2), one must solve the somewhat different 

 2
2 1e a

n I n n
t h

 



  


 (21)

 2 1
1
v e a

I I I n n
z t

 
 

  
 

 (22)

coupled differential equations (see for example [53]), which account for transient ground-
state absorption, but assume no initial nonsaturable absorption. 

In these equations, 2n  and 1n  are the population densities in the upper and lower 
lasing states, e  and a  are the corresponding cross-sections. With regard to the short 
pulse duration and the slightly bound ground states of XeCl and XeF, within the duration 
of the pulse, no relaxation from the ground state is assumed: 

 2 1 0 2 0n n n const n t       . (23)

Introducing the a

e

x 


  and the 2 1N n xn   quantities, the differential equations 

can be simplified to 
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 1e xN IN
t h





 


, (24)

and 

1
v e

I I IN
z t


 

 
 

, (25)

(similarly to [53]). Introducing 
 1sat

e e a

h h
x

 


  
 

 
, 

one arrives to the well-known Frantz–Nodvik equations [49], whose solution is the same 
as Equation (3), but instead of 2n , one has to consider 2 1N n xn   as the “weighted” dif-

ferential population, moreover the saturation energy density is lowered from sat
e

h


  

to sat
e a

h
 




. 

It means that from the value of sat , obtained by fitting the Frantz–Nodvik curves to 
the measured input–output characteristics [15,46], one can define not only e  (such as in 
the KrF case), but both e  and a , by knowing their ratios from the gain dynamics meas-

urements, as 0.5a

e




  for XeCl and 2.6a

e




  for XeF (see Equations (15) and (16)). From 

this approach, the values listed in Table 1 are obtained. 

Table 1. Emission and absorption cross-sections for KrF, XeCl, and XeF excimers associated with 
the B →  X laser transitions (* has no contribution; therefore, cannot be measured on this time scale). 

 sat  
(mJ/cm2) 

e  
(cm2) 

a  
(cm2) 

KrF 2.0 4 × 10−16 * 
XeCl 0.85 5 × 10−16 2.5 × 10−16 
XeF 0.2 7.9 × 10−16 2.0 × 10−15 

Comparing our value of 16 24x10 cme   for KrF and 16 25x10 cme   for XeCl 
with that found in the literature ( 16 22x10 cme   for KrF in [19], and 16 21.25x10 cme 
for XeCl in [54]), the deviations can be explained by the completely different pulse dura-
tions used for the measurements in the present and the cited two former publications. We 
expect the present data to be more accurate, since our values for the emission cross-section 
are directly derived from the experimentally obtained saturation energy density meas-
ured/defined by pulses of relevant (short) pulse duration. 

Note, that one can hardly obtain data for a  (X →  B) with other methods, since the 
X state can only be populated for a short time through the B state. In such a case, however, 
transient absorption can contribute to saturation of amplification; from the former consid-
erations, the overall local efficiency (  ) and the overall local contrast coefficient ( c  ) can 
be calculated as a function of the normalized local energy density (for a given small vol-
ume of the excimer amplifier) in a similar way as in the KrF case (using Equations (5)–(7)). 
Here, the    and c   curves are obtained by solving the (21) and (22) coupled differen-
tial equations—in a way described by Equations (24) and (25)—assuming no relaxation 
from the ground state during the amplification process (23). The results are shown both 
for XeCl and XeF in Figure 7a,b, respectively. 

By comparing the corresponding curves, the superior performance of KrF as a short-
pulse amplifier is clearly visible; while the c   curves are more or less comparable (only 
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the initial value is somewhat worse in the XeCl case), the overall energy extraction effi-
ciency (  ) is definitely worse in the XeCland even in the XeF case. While the maximum 
efficiency is around 50–55% for KrF, it is 30% for XeCl and only 20% for XeF. The differ-
ences of operations among KrF, XeCl, and XeF—as short pulse amplifiers—are made even 
more pronounced by the fact that the same value of the normalized energy density for the 
three excimers corresponds to significantly different energy densities, because of the dif-
ferent saturation energy densities of the three excimers; ( ) ( )0.4xsat XeCl sat KrF   and 

( ) ( )0.1xsat XeF sat KrF  . 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 7. Overall gain contrast coefficient c  and overall extraction efficiency ( ) as a function of 

the normalized energy density (  ) in a XeCl amplifier (a) and in a XeF amplifier (b). 

2.2. Practical Consequences of the Gain Dynamics for Short-Pulse KrF Amplifiers 
Going back to the case of the most practical KrF, the relatively low value of c   sug-

gests a considerably higher gain for the weak ASE than for the intense subpicosecond 
signal pulse. It means that the temporal filter of the laser system must be used as close to 
the end of the amplifier chain as possible, or preferably after the amplifier chain. In solid-
state systems, even a minor amplification following the temporal filter necessitates the use 
of CPA (i.e., a subsequent use of a stretcher, an amplifier and a compressor). That is why 
in solid-state systems the only possible position of an effective temporal filter (usually 
plasma mirror) is after the CPA amplifier chain. In such cases, a high-throughput opera-
tion is absolutely required since no additional amplification can compensate for the en-
ergy loss. In contrast to solid-state systems, short-pulse UV laser systems use direct am-
plification; therefore, the use of a power amplifier following the pulse cleaning element 
seems possible, since deterioration of the temporal contrast in a power amplifier is mod-
erate compared to that of the CPA scheme. For these reasons, amplification in KrF of a 
limited 0g L  product following the temporal filter is feasible, without significant deteri-
oration of the contrast. For the calculation of the maximum value of short-pulse amplifi-
cation, we have to refer to Equation (18) as 0.3powerc   and 0.5prec  . 

Assuming a KrF amplifier, which typically allows the development of ASE in a solid 
angle Ω = 104 as seen in Figure 1 of [52], one can set a limit of 0 4g L  , where ASE remains 
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in the low intensity, slowly rising region. This, however, also limits the effective gain 
length product (for saturated short-pulse amplification) to gpower L ~ 1.2, allowing a power 
amplification of somewhat more than Gpower ~ 3 for short pulses. This can compensate for 
the typical energy loss of both plasma mirrors [41] and NFF [34] at this wavelength. 

The most important features of a temporal filter are the throughput and the contrast 
enhancement. In a similar manner, a KrF amplifier can best be characterized by its short-
pulse amplification (G) and by the associated deterioration of the contrast (D). From the 
former considerations, even “local” values (normalized to the unit length) can be defined. 
For the most important power amplifier case: 

00.3powerg L g L
powerG e e    (26)

 0
0 00.7power

power

g L
g g L g L

g L

eD e e
e


    . (27)

It is seen from the equations that a KrF power amplifier of a given gain coefficient 
deteriorates the contrast with a twice larger “coefficient”. 

A similar calculation for a KrF preamplifier, using Equation (17), as 0.5prec  , yields 
00.5g L

pre preG D e   , i.e., a KrF preamplifier deteriorates the contrast with the same coeffi-
cient as it amplifies the short-pulse. 

For the above detailed reasons, in excimer amplifier systems, additional amplifica-
tion following the temporal filter is possible, but its gain must be minimized. A good com-
promise is to set the gain to be somewhat more than necessary to compensate for the loss 
of the filter. In this case, the deterioration of the contrast caused by the ASE generated by 
this “following” amplifier has minor contribution to the final temporal contrast. Consid-
ering the high contrast improvement and high throughput of NFF, such a combination of 
the filter and the final amplifier offers a much higher final temporal contrast (in excess of 
1012) than reported before. 

For the experimental realization of this, however, the energy scalability of NFF must 
be demonstrated, necessitating further experimental work. 

3. Conclusions 
In excimer systems, the direct amplification scheme allows possible use of temporal 

filters, not only after, but even before the final amplifier(s). In the preferred latter case, 
however, the larger gain for the noise compared to the short signal pulse rapidly deterio-
rates the contrast. In this paper, we point out that this is not only the result of the satura-
tion of amplification, but also of the dynamic amplification properties of excimers; of the 
limited reorientation/relaxation times of the upper B state in KrF, together with the con-
tribution of transient absorption of the lower X state in XeCl and XeF. For all excimers, 
both the emission and absorption transition rates are determined, moreover, the depend-
ence of the overall extraction efficiency and contrast coefficient are calculated on the en-
ergy density of the signal pulse to be amplified. Based on these results, the applicable 
maximum short pulse gain-length product of the KrF power amplifier following the tem-
poral filter is found to be limited to gpowerL ~ 1.2, allowing somewhat more gain (Gpower ≈ 3) 
than necessary for the compensation of the typical energy loss of the filter. 
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